Campus Hosting

Districts can maximize the security and availability of their data when they select one of the three hosting options Infinite Campus offers. All options minimize the time and attention district technical staff will need to devote to the routine tasks of information management.

Campus Hosting Features

- Infinite Campus does not outsource hosting or your security. Infinite Campus is the only major K12 SIS vendor that operates its own data centers.
- Infinite Campus operates four (with current plans to increase to six) Tier 4 and 5 data centers, configured in pairs. Each data center is capable of handling the other’s entire load in case of failure.
- Infinite Campus has highest level of precautions to prevent Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.
- Real-time data replication is supported.
- All cloud-hosted operations are subject to yearly SOC 2 Type 1 examination reporting.
- Our security plan is approved by the U.S. Department of the Interior.
- Schools Interoperability Framework (SIF) Agent and SIF Zone Integration Server included at no additional cost.
- Districts like Clark County, Nevada, with 330,000 students rely on our cloud hosting for secure and reliable access.

To learn more about Campus Hosting, call (800) 850-2335 or sales@infinitecampus.com
Types of Campus Hosting

Cloud Hosting
Cloud Hosting leverages well-established distributed hosting methodologies to provide highly available Infinite Campus SIS instances to our customers. This is our most economical hosting solution and is primarily targeted toward small and medium-sized districts who want to accomplish big things within tight budgets.

Cloud Hosting Features
• No student minimum with a 5,000 student maximum
• Centralized application management
• Individual district database
• Automatically updated each week
• Powerful Data Extract Utility included
• Multiple data centers

Cloud Choice Hosting
This is our recommended choice for medium to large-sized districts. It provides the greatest degree of freedom and flexibility in selecting which specific version number of the product to run and when to switch versions, all at an unbeatable price point.

Cloud Choice Hosting Features
• Private application service
• Private database service
• Choice of version install date
• Cloud capacity is scaled to meet district needs
• Powerful Data Extract Utility included
• Multiple data centers

Onsite Hosting
By relying on Infinite Campus to provide Onsite Hosting, districts realize reduced costs and operational overhead by eliminating the need to own and operate their own equipment. Campus Hosting provides nightly backups, warm site failover, and disaster recovery.

Onsite Hosting Features
• All of the services of Cloud Hosting are provided to our Onsite Hosting customers except that nightly offsite backups are done, rather than real-time replication.
• All hardware is provided, maintained and replaced by Infinite Campus, including security and virtualization appliances.
• All software is provided, maintained and updated by Infinite Campus. This includes the operating system, web servers, database software, virus protection, etc.

• The Infinite Campus application is provided, maintained and updated by Infinite Campus.
• Schools Interoperability Framework (SIF) Agent and SIF Zone Integration Server included at no additional cost.
• A superior designed system means minimum hardware is needed.
• Typical installations take 3-5 rack units (RU) a maximum of 9RU for extremely large districts.

Infinite Campus sources the infrastructure for all hosting models from leading vendors such as: